Intimate partner violence: How should health systems respond?
Intimate partner violence (IPV) is a common and
devastating feature of partnerships worldwide, and
South Africa (SA) is no exception. In 2013, the
publication of World Health Organization (WHO)
clinical and policy guidelines for responding to IPV
and sexual violence[1] supported the growing acknowledgement
that IPV should be viewed as an issue directly related to health,
and outlined an appropriate response from policy makers and
healthcare providers. IPV is important to health systems because
of the wide-ranging and serious health effects experienced by
exposed women, as well as the unique opportunity afforded to
healthcare providers to enquire about violence. IPV and gender
inequality are also features of the complex network of causes
driving the HIV epidemic in sub-Saharan Africa. In SA, where
there is an extremely high burden of interpersonal violence,
gender-based violence and HIV, IPV should be treated as a priority
health concern.
For health services, one of the major implications is that healthcare
providers should be supported in enquiring about and responding to
IPV during healthcare encounters. There is sufficient evidence that
intervening for IPV in a primary healthcare setting can be beneficial.
A recent systematic review of interventions found that 76% of 17
included studies showed reductions in IPV or improvement in other
health outcomes.[2]
Universal screening for IPV is controversial, although the
need to identify cases non-routinely in healthcare settings is
widely accepted. The US Preventive Services Task Force has
recommended universal screening for IPV in women of child
bearing age since 2013.[3] However, more recently a rigorously
conducted randomised controlled trial (the WEAVE study) found
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no difference in primary outcomes between women who were
routinely screened for violence and a control group.[4] This trial,
in addition to prior evidence,[5,6] has led to the expert conclusion
that universal screening for IPV is ineffective in improving health.[7]
Although screening is able to identify women experiencing IPV,
uptake of interventions is impeded by numerous barriers and
is often low, and current intervention approaches have not yet
proved beneficial in asymptomatic women.
Enquiring about and discussing violence in specific cases during
healthcare encounters (case finding) has been recommended as an
alternative approach,[7,8] followed by more complex, individualised
interventions. This approach has been demonstrated to be feasible,
with a cluster randomised controlled trial showing that training
and support can significantly increase the number of women
identified and referred to services in the absence of universal
screening.[9]
Women who have experienced IPV have consistently described
an appropriate response by healthcare providers to be nonjudgemental, understanding and empathetic.[10] Women want
their healthcare providers to understand the complexities and
consequences of living with violence, and the difficulties they face
because of it.[11] They also want an acknowledgement from their
providers that what they are experiencing is abuse, and that it is
unacceptable and wrong.[12]
These features are highlighted in the WHO guidelines, which
recommend that healthcare providers enquire about IPV when it may
be relevant, and then provide women-centred care by maintaining
confidentiality, supporting women in a non-judgemental manner,
asking about a history of violence, and helping women to access
information and increase their safety.[1] Examples of encounters dur
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ing which IPV should be raised include those concerning symptoms
of common mental health disorders, alcohol and substance abuse,
chronic pain or other unexplained symptoms, sexually transmitted
infections and pregnancy or family planning.
Overall, the appropriateness of the healthcare encounter depends
on the empathetic and non-directive attitude of the provider,
the attention paid to emotional issues and the maintenance of
confidentiality. If these elements are present, women experiencing
IPV usually view the issue of violence being raised by a healthcare
provider as supportive and helpful.
Despite the knowledge that healthcare provider intervention in IPV
can be of benefit to patients, the evidence base informing the scaleup of IPV interventions and their integration into health systems is
lacking.[13] IPV interventions are complex, and require collaboration
between many sectors such as health, social services and criminal
justice, as well as systems that facilitate these. They therefore
require more than provider training to enable effective programme
functioning within a health system.
Examples of published investigations do, however, provide lessons
of interest to those wishing to institute an appropriate response to
IPV. In Malaysia, the national scale-up of One Stop Crisis Centres,
an integrated health sector response to IPV, was investigated.
Factors relating to health system structure and organisation, as
well as external policy constraints, were found to be barriers to
implementation.[13] Several system-level factors arising from this case
study could be applicable in other contexts. Commitment at policy
level was found to be necessary, which could be communicated
to service delivery level by incorporating appropriate indicators
into routine reporting. Adequate training, as well as adjustments
to service delivery to ensure that providers had the necessary time
and privacy available to them, was required. Finally, flexibility of
the model was important to allow its implementation at different
levels of care.
An investigation of the integration of gender-based violence laws
into the regional health systems of Spain found institutionalisation
to be a challenge.[14] Advances were often made through the actions
of highly motivated individuals, raising concerns about sustain
ability. Budget allocation was found to be a key component of
institutionalising change. It was also noted that since IPV is complex
to respond to, protocols, while necessary, were insufficient and need
to be supported by adequate training.[14]
In SA, Vezimfilho, a model health sector response to IPV,
was developed and implemented in four districts.[15] Important
findings from an evaluation of the implementation process included
the need for a systemic response, with political commitment,
policies, protocols and effective referral systems being essential.[15]
In addition, training and capacity building needed to include
addressing values and attitudes towards IPV and gender norms, as
well as interpersonal skills in healthcare providers. Support from
managers in the health system and strong relationships between
multiple stakeholders were found to be key to a sustainable
approach.[15] System-level barriers to implementation included
insufficient staff and lack of confidence in managerial support,
while on a societal level providers’ attitudes and perceptions
relating to gender hampered implementation.[15] The societal
barriers relating to gender imply that a comprehensive health
sector response requires advocating for wider social change.
In conclusion, there is sufficient evidence that IPV is a pervasive,
serious public health concern, and that addressing IPV in health
services has the potential to improve outcomes. Furthermore, in
countries such as SA, addressing IPV and gender inequality should
form an integral part of HIV prevention programmes.
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For policy makers, there is an urgent need for policies and protocols
that clearly frame IPV as an important health issue and support
healthcare providers in enquiring about and responding to IPV.
There is also a need for comprehensive undergraduate and in-service
training, both allowing intervention for IPV to be viewed as an
integral part of a healthcare provider’s job, and imparting the
knowledge and skills to enable this.
Individual healthcare providers should familiarise themselves with
the content of the WHO clinical and policy guidelines for responding
to IPV and sexual violence against women. They should enquire
about IPV, support women who have disclosed violence in a nonjudgemental manner, and encourage their management structures to
develop protocols if these do not exist.
For researchers, there is a need for the development and
evaluation of health sector responses to IPV, to assist health
systems in determining the most appropriate models of care, and
how these can be integrated into current systems, in the context
of multiple systemic and societal barriers. Further research is
needed to explore how best to support health services in providing
IPV care, how to operationalise intersectoral approaches to
IPV in health systems, and how to improve access to, including
acceptability of, services. The need for this research should not
prevent health systems from implementing IPV care, but should
guide the development of rigorous, contextually appropriate
evaluations.
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